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Domain Adaptive Hashing (DAH)

Outline
In the absence of labeled data, domain adaptation
algorithms leverage labeled data from a source domain
to train a classifier for a target domain. We present a
Domain Adaptive Hashing (DAH) network that exploits
labeled source data and unlabeled target data to learn
hash codes to classify the target data. The objectives of
the DAH are:

DAH Network
 Supervised Hash Loss for Source Data
 Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) Loss
 Unsupervised Entropy Loss for Target Data

 Supervised hash loss for source. Samples from
same class have similar hash codes (‘category
sensitive’ hashing).
 Unsupervised entropy loss for unlabeled target. A
target hash code aligns with only one source
category.
 Maximum Mean Discrepancy loss which aligns
the source and target distributions.

Figure: The Domain Adaptive Hash (DAH) network based on fine-tuning
VGG-F (AlexNet) network. The MultiKernel-MMD loss aligns source and
target feature distributions. The hash-fc8 layer outputs hash vectors in d
dimensions. The supervised hash loss estimates unique hash values for
each category. The unsupervised entropy loss aligns a target hash value
with one source category.

Motivation

Experiments

 To measure average similarity of unlabeled data with
K-Nearest Neighbors from each category

Table: Recognition accuracies (%) for domain adaptation experiments on
the Office-Home dataset. {Art (Ar), Clipart (Cl), Product (Pr),
Real-World (Rw)}. Ar->Cl implies Ar is source and Cl is target. d=64.

 But, neighbor search is brute force in
for large d
 Category based hashing reduces search space with
‘category sensitive’ property
 Hamming distance for hash values
and
where

Introducing Office-Home Dataset
https://hemanthdv.github.io/officehome-dataset/
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 Apply similarity definition to train a deep hashing
network

Dataset consists of images of everyday objects organized into 4 domains; Art: paintings, sketches and/or artistic
depictions, Clipart: clipart images, Product: images without background and Real-World: regular images
captured with a camera. Figure displays examples from 16 of the 65 categories. Dataset has around 15000 images.
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